Russia attacks Ukrainian ships in the Black-Azov Sea
Ukraine declares martial law in certain regions

Russia seizes Ukrainian ships in naval clash.
Russian leadership ordered escalation in Black Sea, Ukrainian army intercepts show.

Russia attacks in the Azov Sea: what we know so far.

Parliament green-lights martial law in Ukraine: 30-day period in certain districts.

Martial law just for strengthening defense – Poroshenko.

Ukraine to host NATO in 2020. This will be the first time that Ukraine has hosted a NATO Parliamentary Assembly.

EDA chief executive visits Ukraine to discuss defense cooperation.

Russia poses danger to Czech Republic, EU: Czech Foreign Minister.

Fake: UN Crimea Resolution lies about repressions on the peninsula.
Fake: freezing Ukrainians riot.

5th anniversary of Euromaidan

Ukraine marks Euromaidan's fifth anniversary, amid lack of prosecutions.
Relatives of protesters slaughtered during Euromaidan in 2014 held memorial service in downtown Kyiv.
The victims of Maidan: key things to know on how the investigation advances.

33 Maidan crime suspects still work in law enforcement bodies, 10 in high positions.

Five years after Berkut beating, Euromaidan activist recalls every detail.

What the Kerch Strait skirmish says about European conflict
Ukraine’s unique volunteer movement most powerful weapon

Explainer: what the Kerch Strait skirmish tells us about a simmering European conflict.
Larysa Artiugina: Ukraine’s unique volunteer movement most powerful weapon we have to win this war.

With the Maidan, Ukraine fought off Moscow not when empire was weak but when it was strong, Babchenko says.

‘Stalin prepared the Holodomor the same way Hitler did the Holocaust,’ Hrynevych says.

Left: Ukraine has marked the 85th anniversary of the Stalin-era famine, known as the Holodomor, in which millions of people died of starvation.
Right: Samples of ersatz bread from the Holodomor have been discovered among records in Kyiv, shedding new light on the 1932-33 calamity that killed millions of Ukrainians.

Exhibition on Ukrainians’ deportation under Soviets. Approximately a million Ukrainians were resettled between 1944 and 1951.

Why Ukraine’s new UN General Assembly resolution is important for returning Crimea and political prisoners.

What is the main obstacle for Ukrainian reforms realisation?
Crimean journalist jailed after criticizing United Russia party

Russia bans Ukrainian journalist reporting on political prisoners

French director Jean-Luc Godard refuses to go to Russia while Sentsov remains in prison.

With Donbas occupation, Russia brought religious persecution alien to Ukraine: report.

Open Street Map decides to mark Crimea as Russian territory.

Russia used ex-Berkut traitors for FSB operation that killed 83-year-old Crimean Tatar veteran Vedzhiie Kashka.

Crimean journalist and politician jailed on ‘extortion’ charges after criticizing United Russia party.

Repressions by Russian authorities led to deterioration of journalist Semena’s health.

In Crimea laundry workers forbidden to communicate in the Crimean Tatar language.

Russia bans Ukrainian journalist reporting on political prisoners from entering occupied Crimea.
**Ukraine is in 17th place in the global open data ranking**

**New ‘clean’ judges in Ukraine**

Did Euromaidan succeed? A recent survey of experts found that its goal of putting Ukraine on a path of European integration succeeded, although more work lies ahead.

Week's balance: Rada passes 2019 Budget, discount air carriers announce expansion in Ukraine, while Poroshenko signs law on customs clearance of cars with EU plates.

IMF has no legal restrictions to cooperation with Ukraine amid martial law – statement.

Ukraine is in 17th place in the global open data ranking.

Markarova appointed Ukraine's finance minister, MP Friz - Minister for Veterans' Affairs.

Rada passes bill on budget-2019.

Rada adopts at first reading changes to Constitution on Ukraine’s course for EU, NATO.

Roman Maselko: My promise to slain Euromaidan activists is to bring bad judges to justice.

Rada criminalizes drunk driving, offenders to be fined between $600-1,800.

New ‘clean’ judges in Ukraine – EU report.

Ukraine can become a gas state by 2025 – Groysman. Ukraine is able to become a gas country that satisfies its own needs and exports.

The European Union has launched a EUR 950,000 project for the safe treatment of radioactive waste in Ukraine.


Keeping Ukraine’s electric car market roaring. Ukraine’s Verkhovna Rada voted to extend tax breaks on electric car imports.

Ukrainians to get doctor's notes, prescriptions, medical history online from 2019.

Cost of living analysis: top-5 Ukrainian IT cities.
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Revolutionary exhibit in Kyiv
Ukrainians take 6 medals at Karate World Cup

Revolutionary exhibit in Kyiv. In commemoration of the events that changed the course of Ukraine's history forever, a new exhibit opened in central Kyiv.

Ukrainian Film Week underway in Strasbourg.

WBA world lightweight champion Vasyl Lomachenko has declared his love for Ukraine.

Tourism forum to be held in Ternopil region.

Ukrainian Judo Champions. Yakiv Khammo and Heorhiy Zantaraya.

Ukrainians take 6 medals at Karate World Cup.

---

Left: Leonid Kadenyuk space exhibition opens. Kadenyuk is Ukraine's first astronaut since the country's independence.

Right: A protection symbol for the home: the six petal rosette on the crossbeams of Galicia.

---

Left: Wonderful Kamianets'-Podilsky

Right: This is Ukraine (Video)

---

Left: Leonid Kadenyuk space exhibition opens. Kadenyuk is Ukraine's first astronaut since the country's independence.

Right: A protection symbol for the home: the six petal rosette on the crossbeams of Galicia.
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